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Only what wc manage to do
lasts, what love sculps from us;
but what I count, my rubies, my
children, are those moments
wide open when I know clearly
who I am, who you are, what we
do, a marigold, an oakleaf, a meteor,
with all my senses hungry and filled
at once like a pitcher with light.
Marge Piercy
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Patty Abt

Tim Spry
February
At a month's uneasy distance our touch is
31 days colder and voices slip in our throats,
muffled by the dull resonance of another snow.
Our fears are of catching up, falling behind.
Walking with you where the road narrows to a
white plane of sky, I tell you all my instincts
are to run hard, laughing at your tremendous
girlish hurt. For now it seems, staying bears
no ending. And no true beginning.
Every question makes a fool of us, wishing we
were 35 and finally content or just 10 and
young enough to believe in answers. Our foot
prints will blur in flurry or thaw, and I know
only this, that indistinctness becomes almost
an answer in itself.
Now the world shifts a thousand miles backward
and our bodies mold like this century's glacier
ice, churning fallow ground, the smoothness of
our too-many words up like Ohio hills to keep us
from ourselves. Along the roadside, little
arteries of water make us hold fast. Stand still.
I remember someone once saying no love can assuage
all hurt, but staring down from this hill in this
month on this day in this year, I know we two are
small and our pain is soon covered over by flowing
sediment. By newly upturned ground.
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In the dimness of days which pass this way, like
slow moods, we might again find our world suddenly
loosen, and wonder what's been taken, given,
and where we have to go.

Mollie Curry
hip bone meadow myths
We sat in the velvet meadow on the hill
and saw the tiny orange cup-like fungus
pushing through the thick moss,
as though it were blooming.
A sowbug (you said roly-poly) marched up out
of the moss forest and explored the stand of hairs
on my leg until you poked him
and he rolled into a ball of armor
and tumbled back into the moss.
We watched him uncurl and continue his journey
through earth.
We chased each other, our shadows, and visions
of water down the shallow red runoff gulleys
always following the hill's pathways,
veering off only to rest
on the ancient sun-warmed boulder
topped by a budding sapling which dug its roots
into rain-thin cracks and crumbled the stone
as it grew. On its way back to dirt
after being stone for years.
The grass and moss our mats, we stayed the night.
The moon and wind sung myths and hymns
that we did not know by words
yet understood completely.
We sang along in our sleep with hip bone
warmed by stone and legs and dirt and breath
and myths
ever entangling.
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Jane Collins
Two Poems
Christina
Wind-tossed scraggly grass.
An immense field swamps the pointy brown
farmhouse on the hill.
She is sprawled on the grass.
Her dress is faded pink, the color of a seashell.
Her crippled legs are folded underneath.
The wind pulls at her dull brown hair.
Straining forward, she reaches out as if to grab
the brassy sunlight before it leaves her.

Sestina of Summer
As I sit on the edge of the dock
I dangle my feet in the water
And turn my face up to the sun.
The gulls call in the sky
And the waves smack the wood
Planks under me. The little kids
Next door run past, careless as kids
In summer. When I was young this dock
Was our stage. The wood
Planks became our ship's deck, the calm water
A swirling terror, and the blue sky
A black storm with no sun.
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Under the warm summer sun
We would be brave sailors at sea, not kids
With imaginations as wide as the sky.
At night we would come sit on the dock
Surrounded by the quiet dark water
And watch the stars while lying on the wood
Planks. We would watch until the wood
Got too hard and A/lr. Bennett called in his son
For bed. We would leave the water
And go home to hear Mom say, "You kids
Should have been asleep, not on the dock,
In the dark, watching the sky."
Now as I sit here, the bright sky
And the faded gray wood
Planks of the old whining dock
Remind me of the days of endless sun
When we were careless as kids
In the summer by the water.
I miss the ease of sitting by the water
With no worries, like a clear sky
Without clouds. There was a time to be kids.
But we must age like the wood
Faded by the sun,
And say goodbye to the faithful ship-dock.
The water from my wet feet stains the wood
As I walk up the dock, listening for kids' voices under the sky,
Leaving my footprints to dry in the sun.

REID
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Victoria Blocher
Untitled
Summers at the lake and cotton print dresses.
Another life
Of which I was not a part.
You really did those things that lovers
ought to do
Springs in Paris and love poems
Quiet dinners and
making love by the sea.
Now us,
our summers spent
paying bills and eating tuna
a life of rented movies
on a black and white t.v.
no time for making love
You tell me
Ours is a better love
More practical
More real
And I look at you there
with tuna on your chin
escaped in some old movie
and I see that we've become
some silly combination of my parents
and my friends
I realize now
that the cool breeze
billowing my skirt
8

would somehow make me cold
and change the scene
from romance to practicality
So I reach
to wipe the tuna from your chin
and your eyes take me in
and let me smile
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David Sudak
The Psychiatrist of Fiction
Prologue.
When the detective walked into the bar everybody noticed him, because he was so
handsome and all. While the women looked admiringly, the men lookedjealously.
He approached the bar coyly and showed a photograph to the bartender.
You ever seen this guy before?" he asked him smoothly.
"Nope. He doesn't look familiar. Hey, that's a sharp tie."
"You sure?"
'Oh yeah, I know a sharp tie when I see one."
Not the tie. The picture."
'Oh. Yeah, I'm sure."
As the detective suavely put the photo back into his wallet, a beautiful woman sit
ting next to him asked if he wanted to dance. He smiled handsomely and let out a
debonair chuckle, possibly because there was no music to dance to. Only laughter
and the sound of empty bottles being thrown into trash cans.
"This is the soundtrack to your life," he told her, "and don't you forget it."
With that, he left. Everybody watched him walk out.

I. On the road to insanity.
It was part of Doris job to receive phone calls in the middle of the evening. She had long since learned to accept this. And when the phone rang
on this particular evening she was having trouble sleeping anyway. Actually,
she hadn t slept well for the past few months. Nonetheless, she answered
before the second ring.
"Hello?" Her voice was not as calm and soothing as it tended to be when
she was caught in a professional situation such as this. Instead, she sounded
as she did when she was speaking with one of her contemporaries, or any
other writers in complete control of their characters.
Hello? she asked again, this time even more unprofessionally for there
was just a trace, just a hint mind you, no more than a tad, of annoyance in
her tone.
I-I need-to-to see you," the caller barely managed, hindered by what
Doris quickly analyzed to be sobs of desperation. She wasn't surprised to be
hearing from Mr. Harrison. She had been expecting this. But why tonight of
all nights, Doris wondered. She had her own problems to nurse.
10

"Everything is alright Mr. Harrison. Where can I meet you?" For the
most part Doris was good at covering up her true feelings. Not even the
sharpest of analysts would have surmised that she was trapped, no, paralyzed,
by a crisis of love.
Mr. Harrison had just reached that point of anxiety which causes its vic
tims to only be able to articulate imcomplete sentences.
"Don't know where. I—saw phone booth and. Pulled over."
Doris, despite the fact that her present romantic turmoil had caused her to
greatly neglect a large portion of her patients and their characters knew ex
actly what was disturbing Mr. Harrison. She had seen it coming for weeks,
but she just hadn't had time to sort it all out in her head. That detective (she
didn't even know his name yet) was taking up all of her time. Nonetheless it
was obvious that Mr. Harrison was one of her most poorly adjusted writers.
His writing was always problematic.
"Can you pull yourself together and meet me at my office?" she asked.
"Think —think—so," he stammered.
"Whatever you do," Doris warned, "just don't think about the story. I'll be
there in fifteen minutes."
Wouldn't it be nice, Doris thought as she put on some clothes, if the detective
were here in bed waiting for me when I returned . . . she caught herself fantasiz
ing a moment later and slapped her own face. Stick to the business at hand, she
reminded herself.
Ten minutes later a still sobbing Mr. Harrison, with notebook in hand,
seated himself nervously beside a door labeled:

DORIS EMANUEL
LITERARY PSYCHOANALYST

Looking quite at odds with himself he opened his notebook and began scrib
bling frantically. When Doris arrived, just a bit late, he appeared to be
writing uncontrollably. His hand jerked as if he were fighting the pen,
which had a complete mind of its own, and losing in the process.
"Mr. Harrison, stop writing!!!" Doris screamed, "before it's too late!!" Mr.
Harrison, snapping out of it, threw his notebook away in revulsion, as if he
had just discovered that it was a poisonous snake. He followed Doris into
her office and made his usual way to the couch. Just being there, amidst the
shelves and shelves of literary masterpieces, Mr. Harrison seemed to feel
slightly more comfortable, although he was still quite shaken up. The office
was psychodynamically boobie-trapped to have this effect. From Swift to

12
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Gardner, Tolstoy to Hemingway, Mr. Harrison was surrounded by the
most stable of narratives. Doris was only too familiar with her patients fac
ing the left side of the office where all of these works of literature were on
display, as opposed to the right where hundreds of medical journals and
books were shelved. Similarly, she often caught patients dreamily staring at
the portrait of Fitzgerald hung on the wall, as opposed to the miniature bust
of Sigmund Freud she kept faithfully atop her desk.
Doris gave Mr. Harrison time to compose himself (and in the meantime
thought how absolutely divine it would be if she and the detective could get
married and go on a long honeymoon) before she asked:
"It's Billy, the orphan, isn't it?"
"Yes," he answered, and at the mere mention of Billy he was reduced once
more to tears. "He-he-he wants to-to-to kill himself," he explained in
utter confusion and despair. "I've tried and tried, but —but I just can't seem
to stop him. Just when you found me at the door I was having him escape
from the orphanage to go and buy some sleeping pills. I know that if he-if
he-if he kills himself (gulp) that this will ruin the story, but I have no control. Help me stop Billy, Dr. Emanuel. Please."
"Did you know that one has to have a prescription in order to buy sleep
ing pills?" Doris asked hopefully. But rather than feel comforted, Mr. Har
rison seemed to disappear inside of himself. His pupils dilated in a peculiar
fashion.
"Then maybe I'll have him realize that he doesn't have enough money for
sleeping pills on his way to the drugstore, and he'll step in front of a car in
stead." Seemingly not aware of what he said or did, Mr. Harrison got up
from the couch as if to get his notebook and write this all down. Doris, al
though part of her mind was still unprofessionally devoted to the detective,
was one step ahead of him. She darted to get the notebook, and returned to the
office with it hidden behind her back.
"Now I can't possibly give this back until you realize that Billy's suicide
wo uld destroy the intrinsic balance of the story thus far. I want to help y ou
come to terms with this . .
Doris and Mr. Harrison talked through the night and Doris, despite the
fact that she couldn t help but scribble "the detective, the detective, the
detective, the detective . . ." over and over again on her little notepad, ac
tually made some helpful literary allusions that seemed to comfort Mr. Har
rison. Finally, as if some mutual agreement had been made in regards to Mr.
Harrison's inner self, each went home.
No more than an hour later Mr. Harrison phoned Doris (who had completely filed the matter in her mind in order that she might spend a small
portion of her sleepless night thinking about the one she loved) and told her
sadly that Billy had stepped in front of a Buick Century station wagon.
In her career as a literary psychiatrist, this was Doris' first major loss.

SUDAK
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II. Insight.
The unfortunate and uncalled for demise of Billy served as a brutal kick, a
rude awakening for Doris. She had allowed her passionate feelings to go
haywire and get in the way of her work, and was ultimately responsible for
Mr. Harrisons confused and detrimental actions. She could have saved Billy, if
she only devoted a little more consideration to the story.
And what of her other patients. Had she been neglecting them too? What
of Mrs. Foster, who had complained that she was forcefully adding new and
opposing personalities to characters at random, hence disintegrating various
symbolisms originally important to certain characters and their lifestyles
(what Doris had labeled early on [perhaps rashly?] as literary schizophrenia)?
How about Richard Stimson, whose protagonist, in order that he might de
liver a speech that will change the world for the better, needs to overcome a
stuttering problem, not to mention Ernest Frazier, whose character
"Phillipe," initially meant by Ernest to be a romantic super-hero of sorts, is
rendered helpless by what Doris chose to refer to (when she wasn't mentally
referring to the detective, that is) as "literary impotence at the hands of
Oedipal frustrations."
She hadn't really helped these confused authors to reduce their conflicts.
Rather, she had allowed a conflict of her own to invade and destabilize her
professional insights.
But worse still, she had totally undermined the principles of literary psy
chiatry. She had allowed herself to integrate her professional life with her
love life, and in doing so had broken the Hippocratic oath. And was that
not the patient she neglected most of all, by allowing her amorous feelings
(which intensified at each therapy session) to cloud her analysis of the
trauma at hand, namely a feeling on that patient's part that he was overly
cruel with a certain character in particular, a character who the patient
seemed to love like a child and who Doris practically ignored due to her
wandering affections?
Although a perfectly workable character had to perish as a result, Doris
finally realized that perhaps she was beyond helping even herself. She went
to see one of her colleagues.

III. Anna
Anna Dickinson had been involved with literary psychology since the ex
perimental stages. She had acted as Doris' mentor and helped her with her
PhD thesis (which was based on the underlying theme of castration anxiety
and its effect on contemporary fiction). She had coached Doris through

HIKA

medical school. It was Anna who had pointed out that an understanding of
Freudian concepts would accompany her knowledge of literature nicely.
She was to learn that Freud had a dazzling literary talent. Behaviorists and
humanists, Anna had pointed out, knew veritably nothing about good
writing.
"I've become romantically involved in my work," Doris told Anna flatly
and nervously at Anna's home.
Thats wonderful," said Anna, completely misunderstanding.
"What do you mean 'that's wonderful'?"
"Well, not everyone loves their work. You should feel lucky."
"Anna, I've become seriously involved with a-with a patient. It's aflfecting my work. I lost a character last night."
Oh Doris, I'm sorry. Not a major character, I hope."
"I'm afraid so."
For a few moments there was a profound silence. As Anna looked at
Doris she suddenly noticed that she seemed tired and maybe even a little
afraid.
1
It isn t all that uncommon to be involved with a client," she tried to cornfort her. "Happens all the time. Tell me about it."
Doris began to pace back and forth as she told Anna what had transpired
in her heart for the past few months.
It began when a Mr. Samuels came to my office, a little disturbed over
his handling of a certain character named "Leon," described as extremely
kindhearted and gentle. . .
As Leon waited for the museum to open he sat on the park bench and fed the
pigeons. Oh how he loved to look at them and be their friend. Sometimes he even fed
them his whole lunch . . .
. and he told me that at certain incalculable times beyond his control he
would do unspeakable things to Leon, and that after doing so, he would
laugh madly for several minutes.
When the museum had closed, the nightwatchman asked Leon if he would like to
have a drink with him.
"Oh no. I don't drink. Thanks just the same."
I should have known. You 're too nice a fellow. Goodnight to ya."
Goodnight to you too, said Leon with the heartiest of smiles.
As he walked through the park he felt lonely. Where did all of the pigeons go at
night he wondered. Suddenly Leon became terribly sad because he was afraid that
he might never see them again. His eyes filled with tears and, being temporarily
blinded, he didn t see the open manhole just in front of him and befell in, and was
no sooner covered by a pack of fierce and hungry mice .

SUDAK
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"Recognizing the classic symptoms I prematurely diagnosed Mr. Samuels
as being sadistic, and, after reading some of his work up to that point, added
that he must have been sexually repressed as a child. His character was
harmless and completely undeserving of the horrible deeds which befell him.
Yet, in my reading I became less interested in the character in question and
shifted my analysis to another, one that Mr. Samuels seemed totally at ease
with. I couldn't bring myself to stop thinking about him.
It would appear that congratulations are in order," the governor said to the detec
tive with his hand outstretched.
"Ah, so I solved another case. No big deal," he said, modest as ever.
"I found myself looking forward to each new chapter Mr. Samuels would
submit, as there would always be some new mention of that party I was—and still am—strangely obsessed with. It was of no consequence to me that
with each new submission something totally hateful would happen to the
tender Leon. I ignored these episodes, in part because it was already clear to
me that Mr. Samuels was indeed sadistic. But he had also created one of the
most moving individuals I had ever been exposed to in my more than vast
readings."
"And now you've fallen in love with him?" Dr. Dickinson guessed.
"Oh Anna, he's so wonderful. He's a detective. The most dashing and gen
tle detective you can imagine."
Anna rubbed her chin in confusion.
"You admit openly that he's a sadist, while at the same time gentle?
"Who?"
'This Mr. Samuels."
"Oh my, no, he's practically a sadist through and through. It's the detec
tive who is gentle, loving, compassionate, sensitive, romantic . . .
As Doris rattled on, an expression of utter bewilderment slowly settled on
Anna's face.
"You've fallen in love with a character, haven't you?" she was almost too
afraid to ask.
"Well, in a way that's what I've been trying to explain to you. Except, its
as if he's not like that at all. Mr. Samuels has made him seem so real."
As the detective walked to his office he saw a girl being brutally attacked by a very
strong and macho looking guy. He ran to the scene of the crime, grabbed the assail
ant by the neck of his coat, and threw bim seemingly with ease to the other side of
the street.
"Areyou O.K.?" be asked the girl.
"Yes. Thanks to you."
"My Doris. My poor, poor Doris. This is the worst thing that can happen

i6
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in our line of work. You must cut off with Mr. Samuels. These situations
can only intensify. Your irrational feelings have obviously clouded your
realistic perspective. To put it bluntly Doris, you're mixing fact with
fiction."
But its like he's real Anna. He knows what to say at all the right ti mes.
Hes handsome and strong, and he's a brilliant detective. He always solves
his cases. I just can't imagine breaking off now. We seem to have come so
far."
"But Doris, you're being unfair to Mr. Samuels. You're using him can't
you see that?" Doris was silent.
Well, sighed Anna, "if you won't stop seeing Mr. Samuels you have no
choice but to avoid the detective entirely, and to get on with your analysis
of what s his name-Leon. Besides, as a character the detective doesn't even
know that you exist."
"Not now maybe, but"Do you want to lose everything you've worked so hard for?" Anna inter
rupted realistically. "Do you want all that to go down the drain because of
some bizarre illusion that only you can come to terms with?"
"But he's not an illusion," Doris tried to explain in vain.
"Doris, forget about the detective. He'll destroy your career."
Doris promised to try and left. That night, Anna too had trouble sleeping
Literary counter-transference was a tricky business.

IV. Welcome to insanity, population unlimited.
At her next session with Mr. Samuels, Doris, poisoned by the immense
powers of love, ignored her promise to Anna and asked what was happen
ing with the detective.
The detective? Why are you always so interested in him? Don't you want
to hear about what I did to Leon in the latest chapter? How on his way to
the bus stop he tripped and fell flat on his—
"We can discuss that a little later Mr. Samuels. Tell me about the detec
tive. Have you decided on a name yet?"
No. Actually, he has pneumonia and has to stay in bed for the entire
week. His detective friends are taking over his cases for him."
Even though be was very sick and his lungs were supposedly filled with fluid, the
detective still looked as handsome as ever. He sat, with bis head propped against two
pillows, sneezing and wheezing now and then, yet not without a certain dignified
grace and eloquence.
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"Now, as for Leon . . Mr. Samuels continued.
As Mr. Samuels mulled over how considerate a guy Leon really was,
Doris was lost in worry. She couldn't help but wonder who was taking care
of the detective. He wasn't married (thank god) and from her previous
readings Doris knew that the maid only came on weekends. And pneu
monia could be so dreadful. Sometimes even fatal. Doris longed to make
him some chicken noodle soup, but how? This was all so confusing.
Meanwhile Mr. Samuels continued.
". . . and I'm afraid that I'll do something truly dangerous. Maybe I should
just stop writing this novel and start a new one."
"No, don't do that," Doris said perhaps a little too desperately. "It's a great
novel, really. It has a lot of potential. Hey, I've an idea that just might work.
Why don't you try being extra nice to—hmmm, let's see —how about the
detective? By doing so your sadistic handling of Leon might be reduced.
Let's give it a try. How about sending a nurse over to check on him, she
suggested.
Mr. Samuels smiled understandingly and mentioned that he often wished
that he had someone to take care of him when he was sick.
After he had gone, Doris fantasized about being marooned on a deserted
island with the detective.

V. Establishing residency.
Up until her next meeting with Mr. Samuels and more importantly the
detective, things went surprisingly well for Doris, in terms of her attention
to the genuine problems of the patients she had been neglecting. Just know
ing that the detective would be well taken care of seemed to lift her spirits to
the highest of altitudes. And she could concentrate on her work. Mr. Stimson's stutterer would be moving on to three-syllable words, so there was yet
hope for the world. Ernest Frazier, having come to understand, via Doris,
his insatiable sexual urges towards his mother (now dead ten years, rest her
soul), surmised that a visit to her graveside might allow poor Phillipe—who
had unintentionally become the laughing stock of his entire narrative —to
overcome his impotence.
Yes, things were obviously stabilizing as far as Doris could see. Perhaps
her patients were relieved and comforted by the partial return of her sooth
ingly analytic voice. She had been acting so strangely removed lately.
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VI. Unpacking.
Anna phoned Doris the night before her session with her fictional, al
though seemingly all too real lover.
"Have you broken off with him yet?" she asked hopefully.
There s no need to now. I'm myself again. I've made quite some progress
with my writers this week. I think I can handle this thing. I think I can work
things out." Her sigh of relief traveled from one phone to the other for what
seemed a telephonic eternity. By the time it reached Anna, it was a sigh of
relief that didn't know it was a sigh of madness.
Listen to what you're saying Doris," Anna pleaded. "You're not yourself
at all. Surely you recall what Freud had to say about defense mechanisms.
About rationalizing?"
Well, its not like Freud didn't have his faults too," Doris said, perhaps
without thinking. "He was a reckless cocaine freak, and there was that little
matter of adultery —
"Doris!!" Anna yelled.
Doris grinned.
Wait just a minute Anna. I think that maybe you're just a little jealous.
I'd better go. Thanks for calling." She hung up.
Anna couldn't help but feel disaster's approach. Doris had clearly lost her
mind. Thinking of the evils of love Anna absently borrowed from Romeo
and Juliet and quoted to no one in particular, if not herself:
"These violent delights have violent ends, and in their triumphs die, like
fire and powder, which as they kiss consume."

VII. Getting settled.
Much to Doris shock and horror, at their next meeting Mr. Samuels in
formed her that, while he had truly tried being nice to the detective, his
concentration had been disturbed because he had oh so wanted to do some
thing hideously awful to the kindly Leon. And then the idea had hit him: by
shifting his seemingly sadistic tendencies to a character not so warmhearted
as Leon, Leon might be able to lead the normal life he so deserved. As Doris
bit her nails nervously he told her that he had tried this and that it had
worked!! Things immediately started looking brighter for Leon
In the grocery store, Leon was approached by a strange man.
"Would you like some money?" the man asked him.
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"Well, I guess so," Leon replied, thinking that he could buy more food for his
friends the pigeons.
"Here, take this." The man gave him a hundred dollar bill.
"Gee, thanks," said Leon.
Mr. Samuels seemed happily convinced that the novel could continue
without being restricted by anxieties of guilt.
Doris, totally uninterested in Leon, her once comforting voice reduced to
a clustered garble, asked timidly:
"What have you done?"
Mr. Samuels handed her the latest chapter of his novel. As Doris read, a
kind of fear totally alien to her took the driver's seat of her nervous system.
"Give it to me straight," the detective said bravely to his doctor.
"Well," the doctor said remorsefully, "it seems that weve made an improper
diagnosis. The truth of the matter is that you don't have pneumonia at all, but
rather, a malignant brain tumor the size of a watermelon. I'm sorry to say that
you '11 be experiencing unbearable pain until your violent death, which is soon to
come from the looks of things."
Doris fainted.
When she came to Mr. Samuels was gone, although he had taped a note
to her couch informing her that he no longer felt he needed psychotherapy
as far as this novel was concerned, and that maybe, she needed a little
therapy of her own.

VII. Paying the rent.
When Doris rang Mr. Samuel's doorbell at midnight that same evening,
her face looked pale and haggard. When he answered she straightend up
and tried to look as professional as she could, but alas, she had lost that
magic. Just the simple knowledge that the detective was in extreme pain
seemed to trigger a similar feeling of anguish in Doris. She too felt like she
had a watermelon pounding away in her brain. If she had only been a little
more herself, a little more out of love, Doris would have easily recognized
her symptoms as literary paranoid—sociopathic. Nevertheless, she tried her
best at stoicism, and told Mr. Samuels that the reason she had fainted earlier
was due to a problem of "the feminine nature." She attempted a smile but
produced an expression of extreme discomfort instead.
"Can I come in?"
"What for?"
"Please?"
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Mr. Samuels reluctantly let her in.
Ive just been writing and would like to get back to it," he said, shutting
the door behind her.
This won't take long," she assured him. Although he didn't seem to
notice, every so often Doris would wince in pain, as if she were experienc
ing a terrible migraine headache.
"The reason Ive come Mr. Samuels," she explained hastily, "is that I don't
think it would be healthy fo r us to discontinue therapy at this point and

time. There are still quite a few unresolved problems in your work."
Dons paused in order to wince again. She couldn't help but picture the
detective with his trembling hands clenched around his pulsing head as he
screamed in agony, with no one to comfort him in his lonely hospital room.
But she continued:
"I didn't want to mention this earlier, but it seems I have no alternative I
dont want to alarm you Mr. Samuels, but I'm afraid that your barbaric if
not totally uncalled for treatment of the detective is an indication that you
are truly insane as far as your writing goes. You've merely translated your
latent impulses to another of close proximity. There's absolutely no telling
what you could do next. You could alienate your characters to the extent
t at they might never work for you again. I urge you to continue therapy,
and in the meantime I strongly advise you to focus your hatred on Leon
where it belongs, at least for now. I can't fully understand the problem if
you insist on jumping from one to the next with your maladjustments."
As she pleaded, the detective's screams ed her
, .
^
imaginings. She performed a
medley of winces and this time Mr. Samuels noticed.
"There's something wrong with you," he observed. "I'm not sure what it is
exactly, but something's wrong alright. I think maybe you'd better go "
Doris's hand tightened around her purse.
"But isn't what I'm saying about the detective making sense?" she more or
Mr Samuds,s apparem doubts

Frankly Dr. Emanuel, I've never felt better in my entire life. No more
guilt about being mean to characters I really like. I know on the surface he
seems like a great pemon, bu, I don't really feel anything for the detective.
' ' bnOW's that
S abusive to him has made me very happy "
ato^d'her p Jrsf "8 '° ^ ^ ^
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"Probably pretty soon," said Mr. Samuels, turning around to momentarily
engage in an uncontrolled spasm of giggles.
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Why, yes I am, he answered with clenched teeth, "andyou?"
Imagine that, thought the nurse, all that pain and still thinking of others.
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"If only you weren't going to die a horrible death," she told him, "I'd takey ou
home myself. Oh well, the doctors say it will happen any time now, and that it will
be hurtsome beyond what is painfully possible."
I think you d better leave now," he said turning around, his composure
regained. He motioned her to the door. Just as Doris was about to walk out,
as her left hand seemed to inconspicuously be fiddling with her purse, her
right hand quickly pointed to behind Mr. Samuels and she theatrically
screamed A rat!!!" Mr. Samuels, who had told her at a previous session that
he gravely feared rodents of all shapes and sizes, turned in alarm to have a
look. Then, Doris's passion taking on violent proportions, with a flash of
metallic gold and a thud, he fell down dead.
Doris had hit him over the head with her miniature bust of Sigmund
Freud.
Doris, at the end of her wit's end, desperately made her way upstairs to
search for Mr. Harrison's typewriter.

IX. Making connections.
By some literary miracle the detective's tumor had turned out to be no
more than a simple head cold (the doctors attributed their second laps e to a
large piece of fuzz which showed up on the CAT scan). After a few days of
com pletely pain free testing, he could get back to solving crimes and being a
super-nice guy. Unfortunately, the pretty nurse had been moved to another
ward . . .
How's the testing going?" the doctor politely asked the detective.
'Doesn't hurt a bit. It's even kind of comfortable," he said, ever so stylishly.
"Good. Glad you're enjoying it," said the doctor.
"Say, just between you and me," the detective said, blushing sensitively, "I've been
having some difficulties with a poem I'm writing and I was wondering if there
were any good literary psychiatrists in the neighborhood that you could
recommend."
I know just the one," the doctor told him.

X. Epilogue (Home sweet home).
Although most of the inmates at "The Institution for Criminally Insane Physinans liked Doris well enough, there were those few who couldn't help but be en
vious of her. She was always so happy, perpetually smiling and carrying on about
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this or that. She would make her way down the corridors, waving gleefully at those
she passed.
"How's married life treating you?" they would ask curiously, or "What have you
two got planned this time?"
"We're just taking it easy Dr.
" she might say. "We just returned from
Austria you know."
"You're so lucky," they would always manage to say.
And so it was. In her tiny room Doris wrote an entire life of romantic bliss for
herself. Sure, a run on sentence or mixed metaphor might dim the mood of say a
picnic lunch at the beach, or a candle lit dinner for two, but Doris always looked on
the bright side. Whenever she had a headache she could simply type the detective to
sleep.
"Goodnight my darling."
"Goodnight my sweetheart."
The End.
I

Kirk Anderson
Listen to the Waterfall
T T E'S a Taoist you say, a sage, yes. He lives off the dew and the wind. In
A A his chamber on the mountain he sits. He does nothing, yet leaves
nothing undone. In his chamber he sits, alone, the one. When you walk in
the room you don't even notice him. His beard and his mat mesh. Before
him is a pot of tea, always pouring, never em pty. The pot is a vessel of clay.
The clay surrounds an emptiness which makes it useful. The room is
nothing surrounded by walls. The doorways and windows make it useful.
This is the use of the useless.
He is a Taoist you say, yes, a sage. He sits in his chamber alone. An ugly
old man in a dirty robe, he is beautiful. In his eyes you see the ocean in his
heart, the jade. You ask, why do you live on this lonely mountain? He gig
gles and throws you a peach. Juice. Immortality. He points to the tree out
side. I all and powerful. The wood is no good, he says. That's how it got to
be so big. This is the use of the useless.
He's a Taoist, yes, a sage you say. He takes you to the mountain stream.
He smells like sweat and tea. This is the Tao, he says. Listen, say, smell,
taste, blow. Look! He points to the tree. A gibbon watches from above. He
pushes you into the icy water. Laughter.
A sage he is, a Taoist, yes. He dances with the plum blossoms at dawn.
He chases the mountain goats. Like a child, you say, he plays with the uncarved block. Which is more pure? Do you know the way to the sea? you
ask. Follow the stream, he says. Be like the stream and you will be happy.
Always yielding nothing is stronger. You will go around the rocks in your
path, instead of bumping against them. Roar with the mighty rivers, sleep
with the moving mirrors. Don't look before you jump off the cliff. You will
land softly. Go, you cannot leave.
Yes he is a Taoist sage. Pine needles tinkle to the earth, and the pine is
ever green. You follow the stream to the sea. How much time has passed?
You hardly spoke with the sage. This is the use of the useless. A thousand
miles from the mountain, he twitters behind you in the voice of a bird, and
babbles constantly under the water. You say nothing.
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Thomas A. Witherspoon
Coal Town
Cubes huddled together
Against a mountainside,
While men toil in its very
Bowels . . .
Tubes belching forth
Fumes into the dank, gray air,
While the earth becomes emptier . . .
Steel rusting into
Hideous shapes and colors,
While life moves ever
Forward . . .
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Stephen Qlkt
Airport
He sits a little forward,
chewing carefully,
with shorn head and looking eyes,
all concocted alertness;
then seeing all is well with America,
sighs and leans back.
His olive ill-fitting clothes do not hang
quite comfortably
on his eighteen year old frame of
long bones.
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Sam Worthen
Two Poems
Wrestling with Vertigo
For Pranama and D. W. Sudak

The three of us spill down the hill, moving
our feet too quickly to let them slide.
Doozer and I play a hand of blackjack
on the median of Route 21 as Matthew aims
to shoot our picture. A cloud blocks
the sun, confounding the light meter.
I see a car zeroing in over Doozer's
shoulder. I wait till I can make out the whites
of the headlights and thrash my arms
through the air, signalling to Doozer
to dive out of the way.
We jump in either direction
and I swear I can hear that Plymouth
hit the ace of spades ten seconds
after it leaves my hand.
We go to the clearing
across the road where the trestle
blends into the scenery.
I begin to scale the arch of the bridge,
using the bolts as steps and hugging
the cold rusted steel with bare hands.
"How in hell did this graffiti get up here?"
I ask Matthew. He doesn't answer.
He's already there on top,
27
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out of sight. I don't stop climbing,
Afraid I'll fall.
Looking up seems the logical thing
to do. I look down and see I'm
frog-legging my way to the highest
step, then struggle until I'm flat
against the summit, parallel
to the brown belt of the river
and the familiar ground I've soiled
with footprints.
The platform's wide enough
to hold my outstretched legs.
There's no railing on the breeze.
Matthew stands inert to greet me
like a young Buster Keaton.
I envision a freight train
in black and white, rushing
between him and a web of steam.
The train rolls out of my mind
and down tracks resisted
by careless threads of grass.
Matthew crouches with camera in hand,
prowling on Doozer who sits forty feet
below, his feet dangling over the current —
a knick-knack smoking a cigarette.
Meanwhile I'm searching the sky
for souvenirs; I spot a mosaic
made by branches winking with raindrops
the sun has not yet claimed.
Picture taken, Matthew breathes
soa p bubbles through a plastic wand
against a background of hibernating
cornfields. The glass globes wobble,
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reflecting iridescent windows in shapes
that hint at mirrors. I watch one glide
above my face and start to shed its skin.
The bottom remains, the embryo of a ghost,
then disappears in a blink. Matthew puts
the bubble juice away, zipping his
jacket pocket's teeth shut.
I see old tires
nestled below like black olives,
the driftwood furnishings
of the Kokosing,
and a wealth of pebbles
shining in the stream.
I have brought nothing with me
to throw down (the T.V.
would have been too heavy).
Scraping past keys
and Kleenex in my pocket,
I find a penny.
"Hey, Doozer! Heads or tails?"
I shout over the edge. He just stares
up with sad, lazy eyes. The penny
flutters like a wafer and keeps
shrinking. From his low perch
Doozer watches it slice the water.
I wonder what it would feel like
to fall, whether I would manage
to laugh or crack a joke
before cracking my head open on a rock
four feet underwater. I doubt it.
Barely budging my foot, I kick
stone crumbs into the air and enjoy
their flight, a sensation
I have only known in dreams.
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Matthew follows his feet with his eyes
to the exit ramp. "I'm heading
back," he says simply. Without wasting
any time, he moves like Spiderman,
intrepidly ignoring the rust that rubs
off on his clothes. At the last stretch
he turns over to slide butt-first,
laughing louder than a second
grader at recess.
I exchange goodbye salutes
with Doozer, then clench my hands
to wring out the cold. They're still
numb so I shove them in my pockets
and shudder. I wish I had
something other than spit
to offer the river. My supply
is running down.
Never mind the cold,
it's sunny up here.
Why not stick around
awhile longer. It's not
about to rain.
So what if I miss lunch?

Evening Ride
Crickets dictate quiet to the night.
Vaguely drunk, I watch the compressed
iridescence of the sunset grow
opaque as scattered rose petals,
then head to town for cigarettes,
seatbelt snug around my trunk.

WORTHEN

The sun shone too pure today to warrant
turning on the headlights right away.
Rolling slow over the dirt road,
I have to squint to make out
the course between the trees,
my grease-spattered glasses sliding
carelessly down my nose. The dirty windshield
maps its own designs against the rising darkness.
As the road beneath me hardens,
approaching cars dim their brights
and the cobalt sky spreads heavily
on the ground like a collapsed canopy.
I listen to the blinker as a stop
sign flashes red and black in the beam,
its square eye dilates and contracts.
The pines create a night of their own;
I breathe their exhaled breeze, easing through
time's gauntlet as it unravels,
faded, in the side view mirror. But I must
spray their limbs
with the cruel breath of the exhaust.
The lights of town remind me
where I am. Greer Lumber's red neon
name begins to bleed on sober water
below the bridge where a few tough fishermen
still wait. Ripples tug the words,
nearly converting them to forms.
Inverse, illegible, they hover
beautifully, freed of meaning,
amorphous and ghostly for now.
The Old Colony gas station's sign
greets me: a crude outline of a pilgrim's
head, right angle describing his face. I need
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no gas, but pay for what I'll smoke
with change scrubbed from the floor boards,
sauntering in, then out of the fluorescent box.
Depressed, the lighter's handle
pops up. I light the first one. Smoke
fills my chest, expands, and just as quickly
I sigh an ambiguous message.
I start the car and drive
away, alive with streaks the sun
gave to the moon. They paint
the road to darkness
with sudden light. Shadows and evergreen
silhouettes ring so clear
I can feel myself returning,
nearing the great house whose windows
rinse with gradations of faded light.
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John Clarke
Sorrow and the Increasing Weight
of Grocery Bags
For Carlos
I" sat myself at the near end of the bar, the end closest the door. I was selfAconsciously inconspicuous wondering if I should have come. Conversa
tions vied with Madonna spilling from the jukebox and resulted in an in
comprehensible mesh of sound.
Bartender! A beer." I shouted. Sam turned away from his conversation
and moved toward me. He planted his gloved hands on the edge of the bar,
hoisted himself up, leaned over and kissed me.
"Hey, how're you?" Sam smiled his smile, the one that communicates the
fact that you are the person he most wants to see. It occurred to me that this
smile was embarrassingly full of warmth and feeling. I paused uncomfort
ably, distracted by its vital presence.
•Hold your thought. Beet: Miller good?" He had created a beer in mid-air
with a descriptive gesture of his hands.
'Sure Sounds cool." Now the air-conditioning began to break the wave
of heat that had entered with me. It sank heavily into the clammy corners of
my body. I almost forgot that I was angry with Sam. pissed-off that he had
not returned one of my phone calls since mid-July-a full month, more.
Sam drew my beer. His presence pushed into my thoughts. I watched
im and stole the pleasure I took in his movements: the grace inherent in his
eft leg as it bent itself half and stretched worn jeans taut on a hard, round
calf. He resumed the conversation I had interrupted.
I checked out the other guy as Sam poured him a Bombay and tonic—
some heavy hitter. There was an expensive look to the sweater tied casually
around his neck. His oxford was starched and pressed.
"Has Ja-ames
. been around rece ntly?" The question stood apart from him.
He gave no indication that he was its author. Sam's brow knit As the
customer regarded Sam, he held his head back just far enough to reveal a
few unruly hairs protruding from his nostrils which quivered at the prospect
of action. "You must know James. He's tall and young and I believe he's
blond, but that changes rather often I'm afraid. He's here all the time." His
head bent to his drink, but the eyes drifted up Sam's face. Sam pondered the
question carefully.
"No," his head shook, "Can't say I do. Only my second week here." Sam
34

leaned forward intently from the waist as was his habit. Encouraged the
Nostril continued.
"Really?" His eyebrows arched. "What was it you did before?. . . No, no
let me guess." His voice was confidential "Gigolo?" Sam laughed.
"No. I worked on Wall Street, was a hot shot broker with Paine
Webber." The Nostril's mouth curved down and I could tell from the sup
pressed smile that he did not believe Sam. Then his entire body quivered
and his mouth moved in a straight line across the bar to Sam's ear where it
applied a question. I knew the nature of the question, but the actual words
escaped me. I could only imagine gaudy cliches from old movies. Sam
wasn't impressed, but laughed politely and shook his head side to side. The
Nostril turned slowly to the jukebox. Sam finally brought me my beer. He
refused my money with a smile. I shuffled the bill back into my wallet and
we laughed at the elaborateness of our pantomime.
"So Sam, tell me. How's sleeping 'til noon, catching all the soaps—the
leisurely life, in general?" Sam had worked trading oil from six a.m. until
seven p.m. on the floor of the Exchange. "Seems to agree with you." His
weight shifted and he examined the grain of the wood on the bar.
You know? It's good. It really is. I've got time to relax." He paused and
looked over my shoulder as if something in the distance would validate the
truth of this statement. Then he continued, staring past me, "And listen to
music. I listen to a lot of music now." This was the man who had a CD two
years before Sony made its first.
Leave a big hole in commodity exchange?" I watched him closely. His
pre-work weekday ritual had been elaborate and precise. He shaved wet and
close, lathered twice. The knots on his ties were painstakingly perfect. His
shirt cuffs were immaculate, punctured by links I'd bought him one Christ
mas. He spent an hour and a quarter between the bedroom and the
bathroom before he tucked his Journal under the arm of his grey flannel
Brooksgate. His taxi never waited more than five minutes. Leaving all of
that left time on his hands.
No. An amicable parting all around, in the end anyway. At first there
was a sort of shock wave. You know, as people found out. Some had no
idea—people like Arthur Tisch and Gwen Isherwood. They were shocked.
Just something they never thought about. But Anne, you remember my sec
retary, had a brother who has it. She was very understanding, had a very
tough time with the brother. He lingered on life support for months. Even
tually everyone was ve ry understanding." It seemed ironic. It may just have
been Sam tired of repeating his story, but I felt in him some scorn for understanding. He nodded his head with that vacant expression on his face. His
band moved up and down his right bicep as if he were cold. I found myself
nodding too in tacit approval, of what, I'm not really sure.
Remember Ian? Ian Reynolds? Tall, blonde and very California looking.
35
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Well, you'll never believe this, but he's the one Matt Hamilton is grooming
to eventually replace me. Can you believe that—another brother in the
snuggle. It may become part of the job description." I laughed.
"Yeah. I liked him. Nice guy. Must be impressive if they offered him your
job. Is he even thirty?" I saw reflected in Sam's face the succession of these
banal questions, but felt pressed between them and silence. My head was
crowded with pieces of Sam flashing through without words: the picture
that Karen snapped of him on Fire Island with his Speedo crumpled like
seaweed between his ankles, me in the background laughing, surprise and
shock breaking into a smile on his face. I dismissed these thoughts and looked
around into the dim corners of the bar where men and boys posed, mur
mured and looked one another up and down.
"How's this place?" I indicated with a toss of my head the rest of the
room, and realized the nature of the question that had just escaped my lips.
As it hung there between us momentarily and sunk in I was sorry, but then
I wasn't and I wanted Sam to pay for not calling me sooner. He drew a
quiet breath.
"It's good to be around people, good to shoot the breeze with complete
strangers. No tangles, no history to deal with. Karen says and, you know,
everyone seems to agree that I should be out and about as much as
possible"—he affected her bouncy way of speaking. "So she got me this job
where I can socialize and get paid for it. The owner's a friend of hers. It's
four nights a week, pretty flexible. I've got the weekends. But the thing that
gets me-is the pressure. I can barely stand it." At this last his gaze had swept
the nearly empty bar. I laughed a little.
"From junior vice-president to bartender inside a month, never called you
stable. Keep expecting you to throw out a bid on some song from the
jukebox. What? Eight and a half a share on the latest Dire Straits tune?" We
both laughed. There was a pause and I plunged ahead.
"So how do you feel?" I spoke slowly, perhaps too carefully because the
smile froze on his face. His gloves ran along the grooved edge of the bar.
"Fine," he said. His eyes examined the length of the bar.
"Look good. Out at the Pines they'd kill for that tan." I tried to throw the
remark away, but my touch was nowhere tonight. So I scrambled to save
and tried something off the wall.
"I have a small request." His eyes returned and that intent look spread
across his face. I continued, "Something I've been dying to ask you for a
long time." I paused for effect and pondered my beer searching for a blush.
"Can you take your clothes off?"
He threw his head back and we laughed. His smile came back but it was
older. Then he went to draw a beer.
He became involved with the Nostril and the small party that had col
lected around his presence. He had discarded his sweater and the chalky,
white starch of his oxford was fuzzy and unreal in the dim light.
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A running gloss of flashing memories broke through again. Sam's oxfords
stood in their starched and neatly pressed whiteness piled carefully on the
shelf above the line of business suits. Sam was very particular about his ox
fords. I recalled, with some fright, that I remembered how he liked to have
his shirts folded. How whenever I'd borrowed one of those shirts I was ex
pected to have it pressed and cleaned at Jack's Chinese laundry and back in
Sam's closet by the following Monday morning. There had been that argu
ment, squabble really, over his request that I pay the launderer from the pa
thetic stipend I received from Baruch's English department. I had always
folded the shirts carefully.
Sam broke in.
"Hey. Where you been? You lost to me tonight?" Sam spoke softly near
my ear. He sat next to me and went on, "There's one thing's always been
true. You think too much, terminally melancholy." He seemed pleased with
the way he'd put that and pressed his index finger down carefully on the bar
admiring the strength of his thought in the precise control of his finger. I
looked at his eyes to see how he felt, what he really thought; but that's an
old MGM trick that I ought to know doesn't work.
"So how's the book, Mr. Writer?" Sam somehow felt that writing and
melancholy were inextricably linked.
"Well. I'm writing—nothing more, nothing less." I laughed at the way that
must have sounded and rolled my eyes with embarrassment. Sam reached
up with his hand to tossle my hair, but his glove caught on the damp streaks.
It pulled them taut and I winced. He pulled away quickly and watched me with
a hurt expression on his face.
"Sorry." I said it out of some annoying reflex that made me angry with
myself, annoyed with Sam's self-conscious expression, but I smiled anyway
for some reason. Then he bagan to apologize profusely, but I cut him off
with a kiss. There was a cliched awkward pause. Then we settled back into
our conversation with a renewed sense of familiarity as if we'd practiced it
before on other occasions.
"If it hadn't been for that book of yours we'd've never met." He stared
past, not seeing me.
"We'd have met anyway," I didn't know where this confidence in the stars
came from so I took a gulp of beer. Sam rose.
"Break's up. Why don't you stay 'til I close? We can get a cup of coffee.
Talk."
"Sure," I smiled to him over my beer.
Across the bar, the Nostril was growing hilarious with his new compan
ions. Their loud raunchiness drew my imagination. What made him tick?
Was it the odd trick on weeknights spent in town? Some neglected wife
beating her pillow and crying up in Scarsdale? I dropped my melodramatic
speculations as I became gradually aware that Sam was watching me. He
hadn't looked at me like this in a long time. I always knew when he was be-
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cause he watched me with his entire body creating a peculiar rhythm be
tween us that was like being submerged in a Jacuzzi while walking through
perfectly clear space. The rhythm of that gaze pushed away the bar and its
occupants and even this Sam in front of me now. It recreated from tiny
points of memory another place and time.
I held the intersecting, crystalline points of light before me. I felt their
glowing warmth break through the distance, the two years since I'd lived
with Sam and the five years we'd lived together before that melted away.
The memories stood in the full breath of reality living the life I allowed
them. Sam lifted up dreary Tuesday mornings in December and made flossing my teeth a minute, infinite pleasure because it meant I was that much
closer to kissing him good morning, feeling his warm, pleasant pressure, his
reassurance. Sam's reassurance was everywhere. It glistened in his eyes as he
read the Sunday Times or pretended to read and watched me instead sitting
staring at the typewriter that he had bought me, contorting the features of
my face battling with semi-coherent paragraphs running in neat lines across
blank pages. Endlessly goofy, I ground too much coffee for not one, but two
pots. Sam drank seven cups and then drank Mylanta without complaining. I
washed the dishes and daydreamed through the pleasant bubbling water.
Sam built fires in the fireplace in my study and watched the flames leap on
my pupils. Outside, it seemed to rain a lot. We walked in the rain through
the drizzling darkness with my hand in his pocket against the encroaching
cold. He kissed me softly on the forehead and I pinched his ass hard through
jeans. And then we were pressed against each other beneath the blanketsskim soft and taut over muscle. I was wrapped in him, in the darkness of his
mouth on mine.
Then I folded the seamless memories away because I was out of beer.
Bartender, it's empty." I turned the stein over in distress. Sam stood
down the bar near the Nostril in mock shock. He brought back two and we
had a toast. The smile dangled from his face like a charm. I wanted to hold
it, keep it for as long as I could because I knew that one of these days th ere
would be that creeping tiredness when a bag of groceries would be a
physical feat when his strength would be eaten. His smile would be some
horrible relic.
"You smile too much. Know that?" His smile brightened and I offered
mine to him.
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Laura Hillenbrand
August 1944
I HE front door stood open, ushering the aroma of baking bread out to
A wander between the coral-colored houses which huddled around the
dirt road dividing Liausson. Bored with her blocks, Jeannette's attention
drifted through the door and into the open expanses of the hillside beyond
town, all the more desirable in their forbiddenness. She rose and padded in
to the kitchen. From her high chair in the corner, she watched the yellowish
morning sunlight illuminate the right side of her mother's bowed head, mo
mentarily lending the face an unreal quality. In her restlessness, Jeannette
began to swing her legs under the chair, letting them fall sharply against the
bar with each sweep. Her mother's weary face turned toward her with a
look of annoyance as she raised the back of a flour-bleached hand to wipe
away the pearls of perspiration which dotted her brow.
"Go to the cellar and get Mama some yeast."
Jeannette slid out of the chair and skipped out of the kitchen to the cellar
door. Her round fingers carefully lifted the latch and slid it outwards. She
then reached up to the heavy brass knob and, placing her feet far apart and
tipping her weight backwards, dragged the door outward. It groaned open
as if there had been a vacuum behind it. She crept down the stairs into the
stillness of the cellar, drawing in deep breaths of potatoes, old paper, and
wine. As she reached the bottom of the stairs, veiled in darkness, she turned
and slid her hand along the wall, searching for the light switch. Her fingers
snagged upon it, and she flipped it upward. The cellar was flooded in light.
She then turned to face the shelves, lined with carefully sealed tins, behind
her. In the corner next to the shelves, crouched with his knees to his chest,
sat a man she'd never seen before.
She was startled, but not afraid. He placed his index finger to his lips and
motioned for her to be quiet. She stared at him, confused. He was a thin
man, grown up but not old like her mother, and he was dressed all in grey.
She noticed that he wore no shoes, and his feet, which he curled close to
him, were filthy and caked with dried blood. She could see no reason to fear
him. She decided that it was best to get her mother to help him, and she
turned back toward the stairs.
"Little girl!" he whispered, stopping her. His coarse accent twisted the
French, making it ring hard and throaty. She had never heard it spoken that
way before. She stood where she was, with one foot resting on the first step,
and looked at him sideways.
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"Come here. Come sit." She reluctantly approached him and sank to her
knees, leaving distance between herself and his crouched form. She could
smell his sweat. "Do you have a father?" he asked.
She nodded, thinking it a strange question.
"Could you get me a pair of his shoes? All I need are some shoes." She
stared at him, not understanding. "Do you see my feet? I have been walking
for days with no shoes. Do you see? That is all I want, then I will go." He
lifted one foot and tilted it so she could see the bottom. Small stones and
dust clung to the cuts, and dried blood crusted black around the edges. She
gasped and looked at his face. She saw his pain and fear, and she trusted
him.
"Please," he whispered, "can you find me some shoes?" He reached out
and touched her hair. "You are not afraid of me, are you, little one? You are
not yet old enough." She did not understand. She liked the way he stroked
her hair, and thought vaguely of her father.
From the kitchen came the sound of her mother's voice, calling her name.
The grey man tensed and took his hand from her head, looking up the
stairs. Jeannette felt his fear. Her mother's legs appeared in the doorway,
spilling a narrow shadow down each step and across the cellar floor. The
grey man lurched to his bloodied feet and limped to the far corner behind
the stairs. Jeannette stayed where she was, watching him.
Go!" he hissed. "Go!" He pointed up the stairs. Jeannette looked at him,
pressed flat to the wall, then at her approaching mother, not understanding.
Her mother reached the bottom of the stairs, where Jeannett e was now
standing, looking at the grey man. Her mother's eyes followed her gaze. She
felt her mother's arms seize her shoulders and throw her back into her skirt
as her horrified screams shattered the silence. The screams seemed to con
tinue forever, obscuring the pleading voice of the grey man, telling her he
needed shoes, only shoes.
David and Eduard, their neighbors, clumped heavily and hurriedly d own
the stairs, turning at Jeannette's mother's shrieks of "German!" and her ac
cusing finger, which pinned the grey man flat against the wall. They grabbed
him and dragged him, sobbing, up the stairs and out the door. Jeannette,
smothered in her mother's clutches, watched the grey man's bloodied feet
stumble up the stairs and through the doorway. Her mother, suddenly
aware of the limp child pressed to her skirt, dropped to her knees and began
to examine her.
What has he done to my baby? What has he done?"
There was a sharp crack outside, followed by a dull tearing sound as the
shot rolled off the mountains. Her mother jumped, and clung to her daughter. Jeannette, familiar with the sound, began sobbing in her confusion and
fear. Her mother carried her upstairs to bed, where she slept fitfully.
To everyone's relief, the "intrusion", as it came to be called, did not seem
4i
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to scar Jeannette. Incomprehensible and thus meaningless to her, it slid
quickly from her mind in favor of simpler things. The next day, under wor
ried observation by her mother, she resumed prowling the house in her
usual fashion, playing with her blocks and gazing dreamily out over
Liausson and the hillsides beyond.

Martha Young
To the Author of "Sheep in Fog"
For Sylvia Plath

Seeing sheep in fog I think of you
pregnant in the London Zoo.
Here out west the sun sleeps
and I read your words of sheep and
sadness. Perhaps I know
how it was for you —not British
but still breathing.
My breaths flatten against the window glass,
and through this mist I watch
lumpy shapes of sheep, unused to exercise,
hurl themselves overland.
Some pinprick of instinct has
pierced the brainwater of one
like a needle injecting the numinous;
He pursues a small blue van which has
driven among them, its wheels
flattening the bending circles of grass.
The whole herd follows him overland;
They move with clumsy joy, with faith,
yet how can the van contain
more than a farmer in old gum boots
who has hands that have known shotguns
and the snapping of necks.
You, friend, never saw this field
though you created it, writing of
sheep in fog, white dreams that
lurked in your waking.
These dreams are coarse, bulging, wooly;
43
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stroke them, they are warm,
their hearts beat.
In my mind you are living still
in the London Zoo.
Don't be afraid to touch the words
which wait deep inside your bellyaccept them, walk with them,
out of the fog into the light.
They pulse with rhythm
They are your life.
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Kirk Anderson
At the Temple of White Clouds
The buzzing of the locusts
Presses the universe closer together
The gentle breeze
Blows the dust from my mind
The uncarved stone
The gnarly tree and I
Are one
Smiling and dancing
Without ever having to move
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Jim Kerr
A Conversation with
Ursula K. LeGuin
Note: The following conversation took place in the Crozier Center for Women at
Kenyon College on the morning of April 4, 1986. -Eds.

JIM KERR

First a general question. Why do you write? Is it for yourself, for the
money, for what?
URSULA K. LEGUIN

No, it's not for the money. That would be stupid. There are much easier
ways of earning a much larger living. People who say that, like Hemingway,
seem kind of defensive. They have this macho shame about being an artist,
so they say, "I'll do it for the money." That is bullshit. Any artist does their
art because that's what they do best. It's the way you live best. You live fully
and most completely when you're doing your thing.
KERR

Sort of like Larry Niven who said, "writing is easier than not writing?"
LEGUIN

Yeah . . . No. I don't agree with that. Easy isn't a question. Easy and hard
isn't really a question because writing is hard. Niven apparently doesn't find
it hard; it sort of pours out of him. Maybe for him that's true, but not for
me because it's hard work. But I like hard work.
KERR

When did you know you wanted to become a writer?
LEGUIN

From the start. When I learned how to write.
KERR

When did you start writing fiction?
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About age eight. Poetry first, then fiction.
KERR

Did your parents give you a lot of support?
LEGUIN

Yes, but they didn't make a fuss about me though. There wasn't all this
praise—"Oh, look what Ursula's written"—and all that stuff, no way. It was
just "Fine, that's what you want to do. Do it." They took it seriously, but
they didn't make a fuss.
KERR

Did you read a lot when you were little?
LEGUIN

Oh yeah, and ever since.
KERR

Which authors did you read?
LEGUIN

Everything. You name it, I've read it.
KERR

All the classics . . .
LEGUIN

Sure, whatever you call classics, and . . .
KERR

Anything you could get your hands on.
LEGUIN

Anything I could get my hands on. Aspirin labels if there wasn't anything
(laughter). From Tolstoy to aspirin labels. I think a lot of writers do
read a lot. It's part of the business.
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KERR

Do you think these writers influenced you at all?
LEQUIN

Well sure, everything influences me. After all, you can't not work in a
49
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tradition. Everybody, every artist, works in some sort of tradition. You
can't make life up from the start.
KERR

But science fiction writers try.
LEGUIN

No, they're working in a science fiction tradition, which goes back to the
earlier fantasy tradition, which goes back to the whole story-telling tradi
tion. So we are all one part of one ongoing thing, which is nice. It doesn't
bother me.
KERR

What do you think is Ursula K. LeGuin's place in the literary world to
day?
LEGUIN

That's a trick question (laughter). I wonder if my answer's going to sound
dumb? (laughter). I don't know; that's for other people to make up their
minds about. That sort of thing doesn't really bother or interest me. I want
to get my work done, and of course I want to get it published. It's great
when I know people are reading, but beyond that, that's not my area of con
cern.
KERR

What do you think your strengths are as a writer?
LEGUIN

Again, you're asking me almost to criticize my own work, which is not
quite the artist's job. Some artists are perfectly ready and willing to do it,
and of course you do it when you're writing, but to kind of summarize it
that way ... I don't know. I know I could tell you my weaknesses more
easily than my strengths: there are things I simply don't write about because
I'm not interested in them and aren't any good at them: big violent stuff,
description of high-tech stuff. I like technology very much, but I'm not in
terested in state-of-the-art high-tech like so many science fiction writers. I
like other forms of technology.
KERR

Not like gadgets?
LEGUIN

The big futuristic gimmicks, yes. On the other hand, in my new book,
Always Coming Home, I'm really interested in describing how their train
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works. They have a train which is the appropriate technology for them. It is
the right technology; it's just what they need. I got really interested in work
ing out how the train works, how they fuel it, how they use the tracks,
what the tracks are made of, stuff like that.
KERR

It sort of blends into the culture.
LEGUIN

Yes, the reason I'm saying that is people say, "You aren't interested in
technology," and I just stare at them because I love it. But it's not what peo
ple think of in the "Star Wars" type stuff.
KERR

The big space ships battling with huge laser guns
LEGUIN

Star Wars in both the Spielberg sense and the Ronald Reaga n sense,
whichever you like.
KERR

Speaking of Star Wars, wasn't there a rather large split in the Science Fic
tion Writers of America over the Star Wars thing?
LEGUIN

I can t tell you that for sure. Way back during the Vietnam war there
were two famous letters, one against, one for the war. It was really in
teresting to watch how people lined up. I think there was something similar
to that, but for a while I wasn't a member of the Science Fiction Writers of
America. I dropped out over a political issue. They kicked Stanislauw Lem
out because they thought he was a communist; they might've looked a little
arther. I dropped out. I just couldn't take it. I rejoined last year because
that's all ancient history now. But I don't know; I can't tell you. I heard
rumors.
KERR

Do you think it's too political an organization?
LEGUIN

No, no. This is inevitable. Science fiction gets very politicized. All writing
does if they would admit it, and we admit it. Some writers go, "oh no, no,
no, I never touch politics." That's baloney. Poo (laughter). The feelings' run
Pretty high, and there are these very, very conservative, reactionary people
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in science fiction who are looked upon as futurists because they write about
high-tech in the future, but their politics are extremely reactionary. Then
there's a smaller but fairly solid group of, I don't know if there's any real
radicals, but there's a liberal side. There's a pretty strong clash there. That's
good; that's healthy.
KERR

When did you start writing science fiction, or maybe I should start, how
do you define science fiction?
LEGUIN

I don't. Who said, "when you point to it and say it's science fiction, that's
what it is" (laughter).
KERR

Or what the publisher slaps on the cover.
LEGUIN

Yeah, it's a publisher's, bookseller's label. And it's useful, within limits. I
started writing it around 1960 because it was the first thing I was able to sell
for money. I'd been published, but I hadn't made any professional sale. And
the first story I sold was to Amazing Stories, and Cele Lalli was the editor
She was a really keen editor. She started a whole lot of us, or she was the
person that first bought our stuff.
KERR

Would she be a percursor to the new wave?
LEGUIN

No, she just was really sharp about picking up young writers. I don't think
she had any particular style of her own. She liked a good story. There were
a whole bunch of us that were publishing with her. She edited Amazing and
Fantastic, and a lot of us started in there. And then we went to Ace books,
because Don Woddheim was editor of Ace then, and he's always been inter
ested in young writers. Then Terry Carr came in and started the Ace specials. It was really a lively time; there was a lot of good stuff going on, a lot
of good editors and stuff. That's just the time when I happened to sort of
blunder into science fiction through the back door. Here was all this good
stuff going on, good writers, good editors, and it was wonderful. Then the
SFWA started. Damon Knight founded it, and here was this little organiza
tion and I could meet the other writers. It was a very nice time to start. I
was really lucky that way.
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Do you find your books more as "hard" science fiction or "soft" science
fiction, or a synthesis of both?
LEGUIN

I spit upon both those words (laughter). What do they mean? Usually,
people that use them mean that "hard" is good and "soft" is somehow kind of
sleazy. Hard always means (in deep voice) good, manly, right, masculine.
Bah! My science fiction, you could say, is social science fiction as opposed to
"wiring diagram" science fiction (laughter).
KERR

Do you think the quality of science fiction has improved over the last
twenty years?
LEGUIN

No. But it's changed. It keeps changing, but no, I would not say that there
has been an improvement in the last twenty years. If you said over the last
forty years, it's definitely improved. It's just better written now. The stan
dards are higher, and the readers are a lot more sophisticated. Back in the
thirties and forties, there was some very interesting stuff being written, but
the general mass of it was pulp.
KERR

Like Sturgeon's Law.
LEGUIN

Yeah, the trouble with Sturgeon's law is that it's true of everything.
KERR

Really?
LEGUIN

Yeah. Name any other form of literature and ninety-nine percent of it is
also drek.
KERR

What would Ursula K. LeGuin's law of science fiction be?
LEGUIN

I never make laws; I'm an anarchist, remember? (laughter).
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Who are the science fiction writers today that you think are doing good
stuff or that you respect?
LEGUIN

Oh, there re so many. I really hate to make these lists because I al ways
leave somebody off. I'm sorry because I won't be able to name them all, but
start with Gene Wolfe, and Vonda Macintyre, Octavia Butler, and Joanna
[Russ], I like Joanna's criticism and her other writing better than her novels,
but shes such an interesting writer, (pause) I'm trying to think of the people
that when they write a book I'll go buy it.
KERR

What about some of the older writers that are still writing today?
LEGUIN

Well, Norman Spinrad; theres someone who just keeps getting better,
more complicated, more interesting. I hated his earlier books, (pause) I'm
trying to think if there's anyone over in fantasy that I like. At the moment
there isn't anyone that I'm really excited about. There's a lot of interesting
work going on, but there's not too many names right now that are as impor
tant to me right now as they were a while back. I think really what science
fiction is probably doing right now, is regrouping. There was a big push
ahead in the sixties and the seventies, but I think at the moment some of us
are just kind of doing the same things over, and some of us are groping out
for new directions. So at the moment, except for Gene Wolfe, I don't see
any really big, solid, major, work. I have to include mine [with Gene
Wolfe's]; I think Always Coming Home-it's partly science fiction, and cer
tainly is a big effort that I made. I don't know what science fiction people
will think. They may deny that it's science fiction.
KERR

Have you seen the reviews yet?
LEGUIN

Oh, yeah, there have been a lot of reviews, but not very many within
science fiction. As a matter of fact, my impression is that they haven't been
reviewing it, and when they have-there was a review in Locus -and the
review was very nice, but it sort of said, "Well, gee whiz, go read the book."
Well, that's kind of strange, like she didn't want to handle it, like she didn't
know what I was trying to do or something. I don't know. I seem to have
floored people a little bit. And, as a matter of fact, that happened a bit to
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The Book of the New Sun [by Gene Wolfe], Some people gave it really good
reviews; some people said, "well gee, I don't think I understand this," and
left it at that. I think it's just an amazing book, and I think a lot of people
just kind of haven't quite caught up with it yet. He does so many unex
pected things. It's not an easy book, but I've read the whole thing twice
now, and the second time was a lot better than the first time (laughter). It's
pretty amazing, but again, people don't quite know what to do with it.
KERR

Your newest book comes with an audio cassette and pictures. Did you
find the medium of writing too restrictive, or were you experimenting with
a new . . . medium?
LEGUIN

Well, I wouldn't say I found it too restrictive, because you can do
anything with words. But I wanted to add this other dimension, the way il
lustrations can add another dimension to a book, as can music. It fit in this
book so well because I drop you into this world where these people live,
and I do a sort of Sensaround (laughter). The music was obviously the more
direct [approach]. Music comes more directly to people than anything else,
more directly than words or pictures. I thought it would be so great and add
to it—and make it more fun. We can hear what the songs sound like instead
of just trying to guess. I think the music is really pretty; most people like it.
Some people say it's kind of weird (laughter). I've heard it a lot because
when I do signings in bookstores they play it over and over. So I've sat and
listened to that music for three hours, and I never got tired of it. It must be
pretty good stuff.
KERR

Well, there's a rock musician, Pete Townshend, who wrote songs for the
Who in the sixties. He wrote a novel—not a novel, but I think it was longer
than a short story, and he packaged it with a videocassette of an hourlong
movie, and it was released with an album, and he put it all together into a
multimedia presentation.
LEGUIN

When did he do that?
KERR

That was last year; it's called White City; A Novel. Taken by parts you get
a vague sense of what it is, but altogether is where you get the complete
sense. It's been really critically acclaimed.
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I wish I'd known about it because my publisher was so nervous about this,
and so kind of "well, nobody's ever done this." I said, "Well if they hadn't
done it; they're going to be doing it pretty soon." I bet we do all sorts of
crossbreeding like this. Why not? It's natural now that we have cassette
tapes and video.
KERR

I think it's interesting—he's coming from the music point of view and go
ing into writing, and you did the opposite.
LEGIUN

Yeah, but I'll just bet you that this thing that was such a big deal for
Harper and Row to figure out how to package —and another thing I said—they kept saying, "no one's ever done this." I said, "You do it yourself with
kid's books all the time." "Oh, that's the children's department," and I said,
"Well, that doesn't mean I'm a child because I want to do it." But they have
the technology. Of course, we then discovered that childrens' books are
packaged sleazily, sort of shrink wrap stuff. They wanted a classy package,
which I think they did. It's a very classy book.
KERR

Do you think the price will get in the way of the sales?
LEGUIN

I think it has gotten in the way already. I think that's one reason I'm not
hearing too much from my science fiction friends. A lot of them can't afford
a twenty-five dollar book, and I'm really sorry about that. I don't like to
have expensive books, but I wanted the package. I did want that music with
it. It will be out in a year or two in a mass market paperback without the
tape. You can order the tape separately if you want.
KERR

Do you think that would detract from the overall unity of the book?
LEGUIN

Yes. I was just bound and determined that it would come out right the
first time. The whole thing-with the beautiful cover-the Harper and Row
book is just beautiful. Have you seen it?
KERR

Yes I have. It's fantastic.
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The whole package is so beautifully done. The printing is so good; the
book is so well designed. I wanted it right once. After that, I'll get realistic
and the price will go way down.
KERR

Was it released in hardback?
LEGUIN

Yes, there's a fifty dollar hardback edition. It's surprising how people buy
it. I guess collectors don't mind paying for it. I wouldn't pay fifty bucks for a
book (laughter).
KERR

How's the Left Hand of Darkness movie progressing?
LEGUIN

It's at its most critical stage right now because we're trying to raise the
money. Everything is fine except we need more money than we have.
KERR

The script is written?
LEGUIN

The script is written and has been approved by American Class Theater,
who's one of our participants. Now we have to move very cautiously to try
to find money—well, one way to do it would be to find either a director or
an actor who is interested in doing it and who would bring us something of
a big name. That would help a lot, and is a possibility. Or just find someone
with a few million dollars (laughter). That's the stage where it's at.
KERR

Are you concerned about creative control?
LEGUIN

Not with these people. I know I've got it. These are the same people I
made Latbe of Heaven with. David Lockston simply works well. It's a col
laborative enterprise.
KERR

Nothing connected with Hollywood at this point?
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We may have to get the money from Hollywood. In that case, things will
be different. If we got a big name director, he's not going to let me push him
around. But you work along. Anyway, it's not one of those things where I
have sold my thing to Hollywood. I just wouldn't do that. There's nothing
in it for me. I don't need the money. Who needs that kind of money? I
wouldn't know what to do with it. So, it's nice. I have this feeling that
nobody can push me around because I don't need what they can give me. I
don't even want what they can give me.
KERR

What is your definition of art?
LEGUIN

I don't know. I don't define art.
KERR

Then, is art subjective?
LEGUIN

I don t know because the words subjective and objective have become
very suspect to me altogether. So I'm not using them except in certain
limited feminist senses . . .
KERR

Im curious. You talked about art, and being honest in works of art .
LEGUIN

Its what I do. You see; I m talking about it from inside. A working defini
tion of it is really of no interest or use to me. That's something you would
do from outside; if you want to call that objectively, you can. But the words
are getting full of quicksand; both of them are. It's all rule of thumb, and I'm
perfectly content to go on with rule of thumb, and say generalizations like,
artistically thats crap or artistically that's wonderful" and not define my
terms. I simply define it in regard to whatever we're talking about, which
ever work of art we re talking about. I realize that's very intellectually disrespectable.
KERR

You say that you've been liberated by feminism .
LEGUIN

To some [extent]. My work has been liberated. I was lucky enough not to
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need as much liberation as many women do in my private life. I have to
make a distinction there.
KERR

What do you mean "your work has been liberated by feminism"?
LEGUIN

I feel it's freer. There were things that I couldn't write about, such as the
lives of women. You look at my early fiction, it's all men. It's all men doing
kind of "men" things. The women are very secondary. They're marginal, for
example, in The Wizard of Earthsea. Even worse, in The Farthest Shore, there
really are no women. They're very marginal characters. Now that's kind of
odd. In the first place, why a world without women in it? Well, of course, it
was very commonplace in science fiction, and other fiction. But it's kind of
odd when you think about it; because the world we live in is about half and
half. It's even odder that a woman would be writing an all male world. You
see there's something very strange at work there, which was out of my con
trol. I knew it was kind of strange, but there wasn't much I could do about
it. What feminism and feminist literary theory and criticism has done is
given me a kind of understanding and control, therefore freedom. Now I
feel like I can do what I want to do. I'm not being pushed around so much
by something that's built into my head. I've been deprogrammed (laughter).
KERR

What's your definition of feminism?
LEGUIN

The movement of the last twenty years, and then also way back to the
late eighteenth century. The movement of women to free themselves, and
children, and men, from the patriarchy.
KERR

The constraints of sexist society . . .
LEGIUN

The constraints of sexism, misogyny in the first place, and then society as
built as a rigid structure, which essentially excludes all women from power
unless they become men in a sense.
KERR

Then I guess it's pointless to ask you if you're a feminist writer (laughter).
LEGUIN

I'm a feminist. And a writer. To say I'm a feminist writer has a slightly
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different implication. Joanna Russ is, first and foremost, a feminist writer,
and therefore is royally hated by a lot of the more misogynous readers who
don't like uppity women. I'm in trouble, the stronger I come out speaking in
solidarity with feminism. I know I've lost some readers and made some enemies because a lot of people feel very threatened by feminism, and think it's
some sort of attack on men, which it isn't. It may be a resistance, but it's not
an attack.
KERR

What do you think of science fiction fans and fandom?
LEGUIN

I love them. They're great. Except the ones who don't read-you know
what I mean? There are fans who don't read anything. They're just fans.
Some of them dress up, and they're sort of playing science fiction. I don't
care too much for them, but I like their costumes (laughter). But the people
who read science fiction and love it and want to talk about it and stuff-of
course. Gosh, a writer loves readers.
KERR

You don't consider them all "terminal acne cases?"
LEGUIN

No. Well, there are some terminal acne cases, but you meet them any
where (laughter). No, I think it's great. It can wear you out, of course. But
this closeness between the writers and the readers in science fiction can be
really neat. You're really getting an exchange.
KERR

I've read that science fiction fandom is an escape for all "the ninety-eight
pound weaklings who had sand kicked in their face."
LEGUIN

(laughing) There s a lot of big, heavy ones too (laughter). No, it's a strange
little subsociety. Basically, I think it's great, because people come together.
Its something that they like. How can you fault that?
KERR

Do you think the fanzines are a good step to professional writing?
LEGUIN

Oh sure, it's awfully nice to have an amateur publishing circle, and then a
semi-pro publishing circle, that's great. Outside science fiction it hardly exists.
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It's really hard to get started. No, I don't see the fanzines, and people used to
send them to me. They don't much anymore. I don't know why. So I can't
tell you very much about the present ones. I think in general, to answer
your question, I think it's a good thing. The only other field of literature
that has anything like that is poetry. When you start as a poet, you publish
first off in amateur poetry magazines, then you publish in these semi-pro
ones which don't pay you, but which have a pretty good circulation, then
maybe you publish professionally and get paid for it. It's the same thing as in
fanzines. Some of the fanzines are kind of . . .
KERR

Closed circle?
LEGUIN

Closed circle, yes.
KERR

Do you think it's dangerous that some writers might get caught up in . . .
Let me put it this way, would you take it for granted that the writing in fan
zines is lower than professional standards?
LEGUIN

Well, it's usually by younger, less experienced writers. Yeah, the quality
may be lower, but that's where Harlan started, and there's no more profes
sional writer than Harlan Ellison.
KERR

Do you think it's dangerous that someone might be trapped writing for a
fanzine . . . ?
LEGUIN

No, because if they have the drive and the ambition, they'll move on up.
For one thing, they'll want money. It's nice to get paid. In our society it
validates you as a writer. You get bored not getting paid (laughter). You
may not want big bucks, but you want that professional authentication. So
nobody's going to get trapped that doesn't want to, that isn't happy just
writing for the circle. That's fine too; why not?
KERR

What's next for Ursula K. LeGuin?
LEGUIN

She doesn't know; she never knows.
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Elizabeth Gibbs
Untitled
That Black night of arrival I saw
Carved ebony figures in the airport;
The people meeting us were late
As is custom in Kenya.
The bus bounced and refused to
Obey . . .
That first breath of African night was
The sweet wild taste of wind
Past the meat packing plant;
And then suddenly out of the bus
And into the huge sky of stellar sealight,
We began the long safari
By lying awake in the tent
Listening to hyrax screams.
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Albie Nash
Spit in the Ocean
and other poems
I live for the day
I can gather up my entire being
in a ball of spit
and walk to the edge of a sea-slapped cliff,
where far below
waves play in the foam
and dolphins rise
and fall in moonglow.
When the moon is whole
and I can see Her face on the water
I will free myself
from my mouth and see
my body fall away as I arc
toward the old-deep sing-song of the sea
falling blue spark
glistening drop
whirling within myself
I am me,
I am me,
i am the sea.
i can feel the cool moonlight
weaving with soft arms and voices
sounding the depths of our soul.
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Haiku
You are full of eyes,
some sleeping, dreaming the moon . . .
Birds begin to sing.
WALKER'S POND
Looking down into
the sky, we live in the sun
on that turtle's back.
BAND-AID
To be a band-aid
in touch with wonder, your knees
is all that I ask.
UNDER THE FLAG
Striped waves march over
the Amerikan ocean . . .
the stars are silent.

The Buddhist Elevator
Wait!
Hold the door!
I run for a place on the crowded elevator
the black doors are slowly closing on the crowd
like the eyelids of a man on his deathbed.
I must get on or 111 be sealed in
the watery stillness of the eleventh floor
forever.
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But nobody holds doors open
for freaks so I slide in sideways
as my necklace swings and is trapped
by the doors, snapping
the silver cord and
sprinkling beads on the floor like/ glass rain.
Disconnected
from my soul—an amulet
caught and held between floors —
I turn barefoot in a puddle
of beads, smiling at the beautiful people
courting the walls of the elevator.
Only a little girl smiles back to me
while the others stare as if
I am a beached whale.
Will anyone stop to help me when
the doors open again, spilling aether
on the bottom floor.
Maybe they think they have separate destinies
and that I, who has nothing,
will always be there
rotting in the elevator
until someone comes to chase the crabs away
and load me on a seagull-spirited truck
bound for nirvana.
The little girl bends silently
like a beachcomber,
picks up one of the shiny little beads
and cradles it in her front pocket.
She'll wait until she gets home
where she'll lock herself in the bathroom,
take out the bead, smile
raise it softly to her ear
and listen to the
seductive whisperings of the ocean.
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And she'll know we're all part of a
great has relief
pounded from the golden effluvium
of Brahman
connected, all of us, like interwoven threads in an
ectoplasmic afghan,
and
we're
all
going
down
together.
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Jennifer Alexander

Lisa Thurston
Cronies
Tart old faces
nod on stringy necks
wreathed in pseudo-pearls
that cling to polyester like minds
glued to the past.
Beneath lucid skin
putters weary blood
in hardening hallways,
flushing prune-cheeks.
Their grins adorn
carved faces like
sour appledolls —
wrinkled remnants —
gossiping of flapper's
glitter days,
fading into
senile silence.
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Clara Porter
Untitled
A Nuclear War
would return
us
to the cold and
darkness
of our beginning.
This time
there will be no
Hopi Goddesses
of East and West,
no rainbow to connect
them.
No pure clay
from which to fashion
woman,
then man.
There will be no
great Eskimo Raven,
no rivers formed
of droplets fallen
from his beak.
No pieces of light
broken off and tossed
to stem the
darkness
and cold
of our
ending.
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Andrew Karrer

Megan Macomber
Apostrophe
I ^HIS is the way it will happen.
A
A fever breaking, a breaking wave, the heat will buckle under its
own torpid weight and a clean wind—off the ocean, maybe, the one you
know is out there but you never think about-will blow through the deep
canyons, Wall Street, Fourth Avenue, tearing the cars off Riverside Drive
and tossing them over the edge ... or so you might imagine, if you were the
type to imagine that sort of thing. But you are the type that imagines
another sort of thing entirely.
How many mornings have you woken because of the pressure
inside?—opened your eyes and reached for the ceiling, aching to fulfill the
demands of the blood pumping outward from your core to swell against the
inside of your skin . . . how many mornings have you clutched pillows be
tween your legs, anything to absorb the rage, any yielding thing to ride into
oblivion. . . .
And then met your hot face in the mirror, unblinking, flushed, the hair
damp, dark on your forehead; and your eyes older than old, hungry for that
consummation you have sought so often, behind the bushes that rattle with
darkness in the Park. But it doesn't show. Nothing shows. Your smooth
hard body takes it all in and it becomes invisible, a speckled blackness with
points gestating inside.
You have taken it in many ways, in many forms. But you have not found
the combination yet. Your parents will have made the usual arrangements,
junior college this year, or probation at one of those academies with an up
per-crust name that sounds virginal, isolate, dried up and over. You will
have made the usual arrangements—found out who you know who's going,
who's got a friend there, who's got the friend with a friend. You have a
knack for connections.
In the mirror, this particular morning, your hair will look tired; you'll
wonder if it's worth the effort of washing it, when you know where every
night leads, how it feels to lay your head down on the butts of cigarettes
smoked by people you don't even know; or condoms that may have been
worn for you but you don't remember. The dirt never feels quite like earth
should. Corrupted, somehow; there is nothing that has not been touched. A
pair of ragged claws, you'll think . . . but the words will slip your mind.
Your hair will hang dull on your shoulders. A scarf, perhaps? Hell, you
might as well wash it.
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What used to get you going? you'll wonder, behind the pebbled glass
shower door where water brings the world so close; what got you out of
bed when you were younger, and all you thought about was horses, before
. . . before what? It's all so much more fun now, you can't figure out what
happened. In the yearbook, under your graduation picture, they wrote,
"Prospective Major: Partying." But this morning it doesn't seem like a joke
anymore.
So you will wash your hair, but you'll have the feeling it's the last time
you're ever going to give in to the old pressure of looking good. You'll have
that feeling, as you wrap the towel around your head, but you won't know
why.
It'll be one of those days—you know the kind by now—when the end of
the summer is close enough to cast a sort of empty shadow backwards, and
the days have a new franticness about them—when it seems absolutely im
perative that whatever it was you pursued so long must be seized now or
lost, forever—left behind with all the other things you wanted but couldn't
name, all the girl-dreams you jettisoned when the light began to change; you
know the sort of day.
All day long the itch inside will grow, even as you try to get away from it,
snorting cocaine in your best friend's bedroom; shopping downtown; seeing
people, the ones you know whose faces have burned holes in your flesh,
none of them the one who's found a way to give you what you really
want—to figure it out and give it to you straight, up-front, no chaser.
They will say you look great and in the windows of the shops you pass
you'll see that's true; but the image will fall inward even as you snatch a
glimpse —hair, eyes, lips, arms, breasts collapsing into the darkness that's just
about to consume those around you . . . and you'll turn and laugh and blot
it out, for the moment. It will be a day of such moments. Falling. Catching
yourself. A little slower each time.
It will all be inevitable. Because you'll know, all of a sudden, what you
want, and the pieces you've been looking for will fall into place around you,
locking you into your deepest wish forever.
Drinks will carry daylight into darkness. A net drops over the city, trap
ping those under it, but you'll be the only one who sees, the only one who
really sees the structure of things as they are, and you'll feel enormous
pleasure, a joy so pure it won't matter that the liquor tastes like metal and
your head just won't stop buzzing as if an alarm had been set off in your
skull. Someone will ask everyone's birthday. Yours is next week. "Next
week," you'll say, but no one will show they've heard.
He will not be a stranger. You'll spot is face from across the room, feeling
that the time has come. Rising, light as air, all the ballast of the physical
world released by heroin and tequila, or whatever's fashionable that week,
you'll watch yourself go to him, and you'll know your motive is obvious be
cause it's your script now, and it has all been heading toward this moment.
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It won't even matter that he's not interested. He knows how to scope a
room, and he'll stand looking around while you say "come with me, we'll do
whatever you want," knowing the secret —that you're giving him nothing,
that you've finally figured out how to get what you want.
He might shrug. He might look away. But he won't refuse. Finally it will
be out of his hands. The Park is close by. You've been there before. You
know the spots even in the dark. So much of yourself imprinted in the dying
grass, so many images of your body opening up to let shadows enter . . .
now, among the familiar bushes for the last time, the shadows will slither up
your throat and vanish with a thin sound like wind, into the night.
He will not touch you until it is necessary. "Let's try this," he'll say, pulling
the silk scarf from around your white neck. "Let's try this." It will no longer
matter that he doesn't kiss you, that in fact, he never really meets your eyes.
You'll try to remember what it was you wanted from him, because it will
happen so fast that the air will be shoved out of your lungs before you can
think of screaming; the blood you'll draw with teeth and fingernails won't be
enough; the ground will already be soaked with your own . . . but you'll be
free at last, too late to feel it, a shadow jostling shadows for a place on the
decaying earth, for a place behind the bushes to lay your head down, eyes
staring up empty at an empty sky, blocked by buildings so you couldn't see
the stars even if you could see.
What you wanted to say was "next week I'll be eighteen."
This is the way it happens, as I think you know.
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Sonya Lazarevic

Trevor Hopton
Helicopter Seeds
i.
My parents never much went
for green army men or
plastic guns, so I had to play with
sticks —
helicopter seeds.
From the balcony I dropped them
handful after handful, battalion
on battalion
of helicopters
loopy falling to the grass.
Then after the war ended,
after the lunar landing was complete,
nose things they became (careful thumb-split
along the casing, placed on nose)—sticky bird noses —
helicopters to bird noses sticky bird
nose things soon to fall
straight to the ground
in embarrassment.
Helicopter seeds.
So clear the textured feel:
dried crackly, brown smelling
distant.
Last Autumn I forgot to show them to my kids
six hours on the highway
rented car.
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II.
From the sixty-second floor
Manhattan broken window —
a trashbag full
a whole year's harvest
released,
black massing
to the street.
And to the sky
an urban neck strains
"what are those silly
twirly things?"

Joy Ecksline
Two Poems
You twist in the tub
to face me.
My own features
facing me, though altered
by sun, wind and
slow-creeping time.
You spill your secrets
as easily as soap
slips from a
careless hand;
but what a deceit —
the stories/confessions
of an adulterous mother
so carefully selected
to seem romantic,
or even justified.

I thrill enough
to the gravelly sound
of your voice
shaping ordinary words
but, when you say my name
it is as if
someone threw a pebble
into the pond of my mind —
the impact,
and then
small ripples of happiness
widening.
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Catherine Uroff
Butterfly Kisses
INDA is amazed when she sees the bay windows lining the
J—ihotel'sspacious dining room. She figures they must be ten feet tall. A
salt water breeze hangs in the air while twenty-five small chandeliers sparkle
like little pieces of gold and swing back and forth slowly from the gilt ceil
ing. Royal blue carpeting covers the hardwood floor, blending with the light
blue walls. Fifty oak tables are spread out around the room, decorated with
delicate pink and white flowers on the center of each table. People fill each
corner with their talk and laughter. Linda notices all of this as she stands
with Mike in the doorway, waiting to be seated. They have arrived late and
no one notices them. Linda sees that most of the women there wear sun
dresses with thin spaghetti straps covering freckled shoulders. The men wear
dark suits with wide collared, bright white shirts underneath, showing off
dark tans. Her attention is diverted when the maitre'd approaches them
with small, hurried steps. Raising his eyebrows, he explains that there are no
longer any tables for two. Mike beams, almost glowing, at the small man as
if he hasn't heard what has been said. The maitre'd tells them there is one
big table left with two people already at it, the MacDonald family. Mike
nods and grins, so the man rushes them to their table, makes introductions
and leaves quietly. Linda sits down first. Mike sucks in his stomach before
he sits next to her and unfolds his napkin with a flourish. The two people at
their table are obviously a mother with her daughter. The older woman has
pepper gray hair styled in a pixie look. She wears bright pink lipstick and
her rouge hits her face just above her cheekbones. The younger woman has
thick dark hair that shines as the light catches it. She has lined her almond
shaped eyes, top and bottom, with purple makeup. But they both have the
same chin and mouth, very strong and full. The mother is drinking red wine
out of a crystal glass and murmurs out of the side of her mouth. The
daughter lights a cigarette nimbly, although the ashtray beside her is already
full. Mike and Linda give their orders to a short, dark skinned waiter and
Linda wishes they could have gotten a table near a window.
"Excuse me," the daughter says, "Are you newlyweds?"
Mike leans back in his chair.
"Baby," he turns to Linda, "we should put a sign on our backs."
Linda smiles while the other women laugh.
"I think everyone can tell." Mike continues, "We got married yesterday."
"A lot of newlyweds are here. Where are you from?" The daughter asks.
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"Arkansas. Little Rock. Of course, I'm in the United States Navy so that
takes me away a lot. I travel all over."
The mother and daughter glance politely at Linda. She smiles again. The
conversation stops for a minute as the women fiddle with their silverware
and talk to each other in low voices. Linda searches the room, taking in all
the people. They arrived this afternoon. As soon as they reached their
room, they both collapsed on the bed, forgetting to unpack. They slept in
their clothes for two sound hours. They woke up, surprised to hear the
crashing sound of the waves rolling on the beach. Mike took a quick sh ower
first. Linda stayed in the bathroom for a long time after he was finished. The
sink was huge, standing before a wall of mirrors and the circular bathtub,
next to it, was pink with wide ledges. In her shower, Linda lathered her
body with the hotel's frothy, sweet-smelling soap. Then she stood on the
rose coloured, furry bathmat and rubbed creamy lotion on her elbows, star
ing, dream-like, into the half clouded mirror. Everything looked so soft
then. In the bathroom, she thought of her long plane ride when Mike had
gotten a bad earache over Louisiana. He had tried chewing gum but it didn't
snap the pressure. She had held his hand for an hour. When Linda left the
bathroom, she saw Mike standing on the balcony, his back to her, leaning
on the rails. She walked next to him carefully, feeling the hot air hit her
face, and looked out on the smooth green golf course and the turquoise blue
swimming pool. Mike was smiling a little as he hugged her. She felt so small
in his arms but didn't want him to let go. He told her then that this was the
best day of his life.
The waiters serve their table quickly. Mike nudges the roast duck with his
fork and asks Linda if she wants a bite. She shakes her head.
"Are you really out of the United States a lot?" The mother asks Mike.
"Yes, oh yes. Last year I was away for five months total. It was spread out,
a month here, three weeks there but Linda and I figured it out one day. Five
months in one year."
The women coo.
"God, this is practically the first time we've been out of Illinois." The
daughter says.
"I was originally from Illinois. Up by Kankakee," Linda says.
"We're from Savoy. A few hours south," the mother replies.
Mike and the two women begin talking about the Midwest and Mike
says he loves it. Linda thinks of Illinois. She wishes she could close her eyes,
just for one second. Whenever she thinks about her hometown, she
becomes so deeply entranced she can almost smell the steam from the fac
tory on Bradley Avenue and feel the road's gravel grinding below her feet as
she walks. In her town, she had liked walking up and down the main street,
which held all the attractions, a church, post office, bank, two bars and a
movie theatre which only played Wednesday and Sunday matinees. Behind
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the main street up on a hill was her house. It was close enough so that on a
clear night you could see the lights of the town and on any night you heard
the sounds of people wandering up and down the street. The house was
white with faded yellow shutters. It had a wide porch where Linda sat on
the steps often as a girl, head lowered, examining the cracks in the wood
where ants scurried back and forth. Everyday, she waited on the porch for
her father to come home from work and everyday at five-fifteen, her father
walked up the hill, swinging his arms. She would leave the porch then,
jumping off it fiercely, and run into his arms. He smelled like ink and fresh
paper.
"See, I fly planes for the Navy. Takes me overseas a lot. Funniest thing
happened today, though. Couldn't believe it myself. I got the worst earache
on the plane. Couldn't understand it," Mike is saying. The other women
laugh.
"Usually I have real trouble flying. But today I was fine. He was the one
in agony," Linda adds.
"And I fly everyday almost."
"Well, if he's away all the time, how did you guys meet?" The daughter
asks Linda.
"We lived in the same apartment building before I joined the Navy. I asked
her out and, well . . . actually the first thing she told her friend about me
was 'He's a nice guy and he doesn't even drink!' Quite a compliment, right?"
Mike laughs.
The mother turns to Linda in a comforting way, one arm outstretched
across the table towards her.
"I hope you're ready to handle it with him away all the time."
Mike clears his throat.
"Well, I'll be honest with you, ladies. We lived together for a year before
we married. Just a year. But I tell you, someone asked me the other day,
what would I do if my child wanted to live with someone. I told him, I said,
I'd tell my kid 'No Way.'"
"You see, I was married once before. I thought it would be a good idea to
live with Mike, you know, just to be sure," Linda says.
"Believe me, the only good way to really get to know someone is by living
with them. Even though my work in the Navy took me away a lot last
year —I think we both learned a lot," Mike says, waving his arms around to
stress the point.
Linda is sorry they brought it up though the two women seem genuinely
interested. They are captivated by Mike. She wishes she could be the new
bride. The wedding was held in a small chapel, which was decorated with
lilies, on the edge of town. Sixty people were invited. When she walked
down the aisle, wearing her plain, off-white dress, Mike's eyes lit up. He
looked so proud then, standing erect, almost stiff, and sweat outlined his
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forehead. At the altar, when they joined together, both their hands were
shaking. Her mother had taken a bus all the way to Arkansas to be at the
wedding. She sat in the front row wearing her frilly, long, lavender dress
with smug satisfaction. Mike had ordered a special corsage for her to match
the purple in her dress. After Linda's father died, her mother didn't like to
leave Illinois. She said she had her roots there and she didn't want to leave
them. Her mother would repeatedly ask Linda to come back to Illinois. Linda
understood her mother's desperate need to keep her roots although Mike
could never understand. He called himself a free spirit.
The waiter picks up their plate deftly. The mother pours herself some
wine and offers some to Mike and Linda. They shake their heads.
I suppose —these days—living together is the most sensible thing to do,"
the mother says.
"I know I'll do that. Not for long. Six months-a year. Not long, but I'll
do it," her daughter says.
Dont get any ideas, the mother advises sharply. The daughter groans.
Linda and Mike laugh.
"How did your parents feel?"
"I was shocked. I called up my Mom to tell her and she hadn't met Linda
yet but she told me I was old enough to live my own life!" Mike tells her.
Linda wants to laugh. When she told her mother, they stopped speaking
to each other for three weeks. Then, one day, her mother called and asked
her if she ever intended on marrying. Linda tried to explain, gently at first,
that they were living one day at a time. Her mother told her she was too
young to do that, that it was too late to think of days separately. They
argued for twenty minutes and when they hung up, they were both angry.
Linda found Mike sitting on their couch, his head bowed. He told her that
he had listened to the conversation though he hadn't wanted to. That night,
they set the wedding date. Mike was in England when Linda made the wedding plans. He called her once a week and during his calls she tried not to
sound nervous but there were so many arrangements to be made. The
reception was held at the Officers Club though .Mike didn't want to wear
his uniform during the ceremony. He told Linda, this was his marriage, his
wedding, out of bounds to the Navy. However, all of his Navy friends
managed to come. Linda liked them. They looked alike, all having sh ort
enough hair so she couldn't tell the real color, broad shoulders, thin waists
and sharp eyes. They also had a language all their own. Mike introduced
every one of them to her during the reception. One pilot, with a boyish
face, grabbed her around the waist at the end of the party and twirled her
around and around until she almost fell. Everyone laughed. While Mike
talks to the women about his time in London, Linda thinks about that
young pilot grabbing her as if she was a feather, and the feeling she got
when he let go.
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After a while, dinner is over. The dining room has cleared and the air has
gotten colder. Mike and Linda agree to meet the two women at the beach
the next day. They excuse themselves and leave the women drinking coffee.
The daughter begins smoking again. They walk out of the dining room
together and while they wait for the elevator, Mike turns to Linda, smiling.
"Just think-our first dinner together as newlyweds. Last night doesn't
count."
"Just think!" she echoes.
They walk into the empty elevator and Mike pushes the button for the
tenth floor. Linda feels the lightness in her head. As they walk out of the
elevator, Mike brushes the back of Linda's arm with his fingers. It reminds
her of the first kisses she ever learned where she would lean next to some
one's face and very carefully blink over and over again, barely stroking their
cheek with her eyelashes. They were called butterfly kisses. But as Linda
watches Mike now, looking ahead as he walks, she realizes that his touch
wasn't a kiss she had played with before, that it had come from a part of
Mike. It was real. As they walk together down the dimly lit corridor, she
leans her head gently on Mike's shoulder to stop thinking.
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Rmee Staton
Two Poems
Wings
"Ours is essentially a tragic age,
so we refuse to take it tragically."
D. H. LAWRENCE

Trapped within this valley,
I struggle to mold wings of escape.
This is my home, forgotten
black steelmills rusting beside the pillaged
river which drags thick in decay.
Unused scrap clutters
silent land within wire fences.
The outdated furnaces will never be relit.
They once molded
red steel into beams for building
cities; yet now collapse beneath their own weight.
This is my world,
underemployed and frightened.
Children here are not taught
to dream beyond the empty mills
their grandfathers built.
They mark days wanting
what their language cannot name.
I am of this valley, but I will not remain
a prisoner among lives deferred.
Along corroding river banks, I gather
discarded feathers from among weeds and sharp glass.
These are frayed and broken pieces;
but they are my only resources.
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I wash away oil and mud
to piece them together again with wax.
I watch for strong winds.
Now it is my chance.
Wax, hold. Feathers, carry me
beyond this smothering air.
Take me to greener land
where the people still know faith.
And, I will share
what becomes of those who refuse
to take the tragic tragically.

Catie
Catie, on this humid night
you come to me looking
for sleep. How am I to answer
your eight-long-years-old whine?
You think me an oracle
with solutions for every problem
you imagine in your connect-the-dots mind.
This time I have no magic dust.
I can only encourage,
this is your own quiet search.
Your bear and pillow, too, offer comfort
but cannot lead you
into dream worlds. There you must journey alone.
As usual, you will not accept
my response. I was eight once; I remember
half-answered questions and sleepless nights.
So, tonight I tell you:
crawl back between your sheets and imagine
sheep who graze in far-away fields.
Count them and forget
the heat and black silence.

Kirk Anderson
Traditional Chinese Folk Songs
Little little wisp of cloud, slowly passing by
Won't you stop and rest your foot here, come down for a
while
On the hill the flowers bloom, I come to the hill again
Before you too were on the hill, watching the flowers bloom
Little little gust of wind, slowly passing by
Won't you stop and rest your foot here, come down for a
while
On the sea the spindrift flies, I come to the sea again
Before you too loved sprindrift spray, come to the sea again
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Calligraphy by Wallace Sergeant
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HIKA
wishes to announce the following cash prizes,
which it awards each spring:
The Denham Sutcliffe Prize for critical essays; The Edgar Collings
Bogardus Prize for poetry; The Rahming Prize for art; The Charles
Monroe Coffin Prize for short fiction; and the John C. Neff Prize for
expository prose. All works published in Hika are eligible and will be
judged by selected faculty members.

HIKA
proudly acknowledges the receipt of the following award
from the Coordinating Council of Literary Magazines:
Second Place
The Victoria Chen HaiderCollege Literary Magazine Contest
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